Hunbatz Men

SACRED TEXT BY THE MAYA MYSTERIES SCHOOL

According to High Initiation, it is written that the wisdom of the cosmic light will return. When
the human race begins to slip into the darkness of ignorance, oblivion, and despair, it will be the
wisdom of the seven brothers of our Father Sun that will shed the great light of wisdom in order to
awaken the powers that have remained dormant in human beings due to an erroneous form of
education. In this New Age, the Mysteries Schools have the responsibility of reclaiming a
confused mankind and leading it through the path of the multicolored light of cosmic education.
Again the time of the Mayan cosmic education has come. Thousands of years ago, the sacred
teachings from the cosmos were deposited in many magnetic centers throughout the world: Chan
Chan (Peru), Huete (Spain), Tulle (France), Hu-nan (China), Bethlehem (Israel), Tih (Egypt),
Mississippi (United States), Humac (Brazil), Nagasaki (Japan), Mul (England), Maya (Russia,
Naga (India), and Chukotz (Bering Strait). The names of all these places are of Maya origin,
which confirms that, in different periods of times, the Maya were present in these sacred magnetic
centers.
For many moons and suns, mankind has been disoriented. In these modern times, it is with
sadness that we see how ordinary human beings are manipulated and consistently forced into the
abyss of physical and spiritual destruction, or simply used as experiments, by a few groups that
control the majority of mankind.
Hunab K"u, who can see and understand everything, knows that the time for the great change has
come. The word for us to return to the ancient temples has been received from the cosmos. It is
here and now that the great Spirit is beginning to call us back to the magnetic sites. The incarnated
Masters are beginning to raise their voices of knowledge in the ancient sites that the cosmic word
to attain wisdom in a gradual manner has been received.
Cosmic education will commence again at the crossing of abandoned roads. In forgotten lands the
ancient temples will flourish again, the white roads of the High Initiation will be walked on again,
roads leading south, north, west, and east. Thousands of people will walk these roads under the
celestial vault, heading for the point where the sun rises, awaiting the solar wind. They will hear
the solar wind whisper by night, speak with the trees, move as the breeze through dwellings to
purify the skeptics, give movement to the clouds, and, when the solar wind reaches those people, it
will gently touch their faces to let them know that it is time for the initiation that will come from
the sea and from the sky. That will be a propitious time to open Mysteries Schools all over the
world.
It is to you, Solar Brother or Sister, wherever on earth you may live, that a brother from the sacred
land of the Maya is speaking, to inform you that the Mayan Spiritual teachers, who dwell in the
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sacred pyramids, have directed that we must unite to walk the path of the light of wisdom, learn
again from the wind, the water, the trees, and the sun, and return to the wisdom of life-giving
Mother Earth. These spiritual Mayan teachers further request that we are to observe solar ethics to
remain as children of the Great Father Sun so that through our children and the children of our
children, we can exist eternally.
It is important that you study the sacred earth, where body and spirit live in harmony, and , through
meditation, rites, and sacred chants, ask Mother Earth the name of the original dwellers of the area
where you now reside. If for some reason, you do not obtain an answer, ask the stones, the trees,
and the animals who those people were, and, when you have their name, announce to them with
great respect that a school will be established in that area for the purpose of revealing the mysteries
of the knowledge deposited by them in that sacred area.
In order to ensure adequate communication for the worldwide initiation work to be done at the
Mysteries Schools, we must understand the four apparent movements of the sun with respect to the
northern hemisphere (two equinoxes and two solstices). The key dates will be March 21, June 21,
September 21, and December 21.
The 13 annual moon cycles must also be taken into account. Each cycle consists of four phases:
full moon, waning moon, new moon, and waxing moon. We will refer to the aforementioned solar
and lunar data in our communications worldwide. It must be noted that our initiation year is to
commence March 21, the first day of the yearly count. After this date, when the first full moon is
visible (some time between March 22 and April20) we will start counting the lunar cycles, and
after thirteen full moons, the lunar and solar cycles will be completed.
On that first day, March 21. a perfect balance of energy will be present all over planet earth.
Working positively with this sacred energy, we can send it, together with our message, to any
corner of the world and correct erroneous political systems as well as personal religious beliefs.
This energy, which will also emanate from the water, the trees, and the caves, can help us develop
our seven cosmic powers considerably, to attain great spiritual power. Only in this manner can we
become true cosmic beings.
The solar energy of March 21 and the energy of the first full moon following this date can give us
sufficient cosmic vitality to do spiritual and physical work day and night. This sacred cosmic
energy can be used to correct the faults in modern society. For example, during the waning moon,
we can weaken the ill purposes of this disoriented society. During the new moon, we can bury all
negative aspects, both social and personal. We must be ready for the waxing moon. During this
phase, we can plant the seed of good in all living beings all over Mother Earth. In this manner, we
can use the natural powers of the sun and the moon to produce positive changes in the multicolored
Age of Aquarius.
The Great Spirit will also tell us how we can better understand Mother Earth to receive her
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teachings, which we will use in the Schools of Mysteries, as such teachings will come from the
clouds, the wind, the birds, the butterflies, and the flowers. In this manner, this natural wisdom,
together with the essence of sacred mathematics, will be conveyed to the sacred human race.
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